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1. What are the values (environmental, social and cultural) you associate or identify

with in and around Exmouth Gulf? Exmouth Gulf doesn't get the attention that Ningaloo

Reef does, but I'd argue it's just as important if not more. It is a place with significant habitats

like Mangroves and Seagrass meadows which act as nurseries for some of the iconic fish

species anglers target. With out protection we could see an even steadier decline in those

important iconic fish species. The Seagrass meadows also provide a significant food source

for the Dugong and Green Turtles, animals listed as vulnerable and endangered by the IUCN

throughout much of their range. They are both important species to Indigenous Australians

from the region, both as food sources with significant cultural value to indigenous peoples.

The Dugong and Green Sea Turtle are 2 of the iconic megafaunal species of the Exmouth

area with both of them must sees on tourists bucket lists. Without protection to the seagrass

meadows in the gulf there would likely be a decline in the populations of both species.

Humpback Whales feature heavily within the Gulf on their Migrations to and from Antarctica

and are again huge drawcards for tourists flocking onto whale watching boats to see these

giants. Noise pollution has been linked to whale mortalities and increased industrial activities

could reduce the number of whales using the Gulf as a refuge on migrations. An increase in

calf mortality, if linked to industrial activities would be heavily scrutinised by the public. The

once prolific coral reefs along the western side of the gulf have had massive die back. There is

concerted efforts in researching ways to promote coral recruitment and recovery in the area.

Increased industrial activities could lead to increased turbidity and sedimentation which could

negate these efforts in coral recovery to the area and vastly reduce seagrass stands. 

2. What activities do you engage with in and around Exmouth Gulf? Boating, snorkelling,

diving.

3. What environmental pressures do you observe in and around Exmouth Gulf? Prawn

trawling, although a big business in the area has caused dieback of seagrass areas and likely

lends to the ongoing restrictions to coral recovery through increased sedimentation. The

proposed Gascoyne Gateway Cruise, Multi-Use Marine Facility, K+S Salt proposal and

Learmonth pipeline fabrication project will probably add to the inability for 

4. What environmental pressures in and around Exmouth Gulf affect you/your sector or

business? N/A

5. Are there other activities that are proposed (or likely to be proposed) that you are

aware of, which will impact the Exmouth Gulf? The proposed Gascoyne Gateway Cruise,

Multi-Use Marine Facility, K+S Salt proposal and Learmonth pipeline fabrication project will

probably further impede coral recovery in the area, cause decline of seagrass meadows,



which will have serious flow on effects to fish, turtle and dugong stocks.
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